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The ability of human and non-human primates to make fast corrections to hand movement trajectories
after a sudden shift in the target’s location is a key feature of visuo-motor behavior. In healthy individ-
uals, hand movements smoothly adapt to a change in target location without needing to complete the
movement to the ﬁrst target location, as typical of parietal patients. This ﬁnding indicates that the ner-
vous system continuously monitors the visual scene and is able to integrate new information in order to
produce an efﬁcient motor response. In this paper, we review the kinematics, reaction times and muscle
activity observed during the online correction of hand movements as well as the underlying neurophysi-
ological processes studied through single-cell neural recordings in monkeys. Brain stimulation, lesion and
imaging studies in humans are also discussed. We demonstrate that while online correction mechanisms
strongly depend on the activity of a parieto-frontal network of which the posterior parietal cortex is a
crucial node, these mechanisms proceed smoothly and are similar to what is observed during simple
point-to-point movements. Online correction of hand movements would rely on feedforward and feed-
back mechanisms in the parietal cortex, as part of the activity within the fronto-parietal network for
the planning and execution of visuo-motor tasks.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Reaching for objects and targets in the environment is an essen-
tial aspect of behavior in both human and non-human primates.
This activity requires an adequate coordination and integration of
sensory (vision, proprioception) and motor processes. Reaching
for stationary objects requires constant feedforward and feedback
activity within the Central Nervous System (CNS). At a ﬁrst level,
feedforward processes are necessary to plan out the reaching
movement, while feedback is used to control for errors during
movement execution and to monitor the outcome. Human and
non-human primates are able to adapt their ongoing movement
in response to a rapid change in the target’s location. In such target
shift conditions, the CNS does not complete the hand movement to
the original target, but smoothly adjusts it in order to reach the
second target location. This will be possible if there is enough timefor the online correction, given the natural hand movement reac-
tion time. The smooth, online correction of hand movement in
response to a shift in target location constitutes evidence that
visual information has a continuous access to the CNS and that
brain centers continuously monitor ongoing movements, making
the required adjustments due to changing task demands.
In humans, lesions to the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) can
lead to optic ataxia (OA), a condition characterized by the inability
to accurately guide the hand to visual targets in the absence of
purely motor or visual deﬁcits. Patients with OA are unable to cor-
rect their ongoing hand movements in a double-step target para-
digm (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014; Gaveau et al., 2014; Grea
et al., 2002; Pisella et al., 2000; Prablanc, Desmurget, & Grea,
2003). Instead, they complete their hand movement to the original
target location, before redirecting their hand toward the second
target. The parietal, dorsal premotor and motor cortical areas are
thought to form a recurrent network that is crucial for the coordi-
nation of hand and eye movements, including planning, execution
and control (for reviews see Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2003; Caminiti
et al., 2010). The parietal areas are the sources of the visual input
whereby this distributed network composes and controls hand
movements to visual targets (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014;
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of these areas with respect to the online control of movement has
been studied over the last 30 years in both human and non-human
primates, using a variety of methodologies including psychophys-
ical measurements, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),
lesion studies, imaging and neural activity recordings. The objec-
tive of this paper is to review and compare the evidence related
to the cortical control of the online correction of hand movements.2. Psychophysics of double-step hand movements
To study hand and eye behavior during sudden changes of
motor plan, a ‘‘single-step/double-step’’ paradigm may be adopted.
In these experiments, the subject starts with the hand or ﬁnger at
an initial location, then is presented with a ﬁrst target and is
instructed to reach for it as fast as possible (single-step condition).
However, in some random trials, the location of the reach target
suddenly shifts in space (double-step condition), requiring a redi-
rection of the hand movement toward this new location. The ratio
of single- to double-step trials, as well as their order, is kept from
the subjects in order to prevent any prediction, that could inﬂu-
ence their behavior.
In single-step (direct) trials, there is an initial eye saccade to the
target, followed by a hand movement. Note that the initial saccade
may be followed by one or more corrective saccades. Thus we dis-
tinguish an eye reaction time (eRT1), a hand reaction time (hRT1)
and a hand movement time (hMT). In double-step (corrected)
reaches, the presentation of the second target leads to another
eye saccade, followed by a change in the hand trajectory. Whereas
eye saccades occur quickly and are not corrected mid-ﬂight, the
hand movement trajectory is adjusted online after the presentation
of the second target. Thus we distinguish a ﬁrst and second eyeFig. 1. Experimental apparatus, task, and behavioral performance. Monkeys performed si
movement corrections (B1) of 90 (from the center to target 5 and then to target 1), or 1
where target where presented at the vertices of an imaginary cube, in an intermingled r
and which trial (single- or double-step) they had to perform. Lit targets were positioned b
different directions of direct reach trials. (A3) Examples of eye (thin curve) and hand (thic
movement (0). The red triangle on the abscissa indicates the moment of target presenta
from 8 to 1. The hand path originally directed to target 8 reverses toward target 1, after p
that the path length toward the ﬁrst target is a function of the time the target stays on, t
hand movement (hMT1). (B3) Hand (thick curves) and eye (thin curves) velocity proﬁles d
hMT onset (0, blue curves). Triangles refer to the time of ﬁrst and second target presenta
(green) or at the onset of movement-time (blue). (Reproduced with modiﬁcations fromreaction time (eRT1, eRT2), a ﬁrst and second hand reaction time
(hRT1, hRT2) and a hand movement time (hMT). Behavior during
single- and double-steps reaches is summarized in Fig. 1.
For an online correction to be observed, there needs to be
enough time for the subject to react; e.g., the interval between
the movement time to the ﬁrst target and the time of shift in target
location should be larger than the visuo-motor reaction time. Con-
versely, if the shift in target occurs too early (e.g., at the start of the
initial reaction time), then the subject will reach for the second tar-
get directly, without initiating a movement toward the ﬁrst target.
Conversely, if the shift occurs too late, then the movement to the
ﬁrst target may already have been completed. Thus, in general,
the shift in target location ranges from the later part of the initial
hand reaction time period, to some maximum time during hand
movement, depending on extent and speed. Within these timing
constraints, subjects are able to produce smooth, corrective hand
movements in response to a shift in target (Oostwoud Wijdenes,
Brenner, & Smeets, 2011).
Paradigms of double-step hand movements presented in the lit-
erature vary both in terms of location and timing of the target shift
(for recent reviews see Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014; Gaveau et al.,
2014). In experiments, targets can be displaced either parallel to
the initial movement direction, e.g. further and closer (Soechting
& Lacquaniti, 1983) or, more frequently, perpendicular to the
movement direction (Brenner & Smeets, 1997; Briere & Proteau,
2011; Desmurget et al., 1999; Goodale, Pelisson, & Prablanc,
1986; Gritsenko, Yakovenko, & Kalaska, 2009; Johnson, Van
Beers, & Haggard, 2002; Oostwoud Wijdenes, Brenner, & Smeets,
2011; Prablanc & Martin, 1992; Proteau, Roujoula, & Messier,
2009; Reichenbach et al., 2009; Veerman, Brenner, & Smeets,
2008). Timing of the target shift can be set within 0–200 ms from
the onset of hand movement (Brenner & Smeets, 1997; Briere &
Proteau, 2011; Johnson, Van Beers, & Haggard, 2002; Oostwoudngle-step direct reaches (A1; from the center to target 8) or made double-steps hand
80 (from center to target 8 and then to target 1), within a reaction-time paradigm
andomized design. Therefore, animals could not predict which target would appear
y two robot-arms in total darkness. (A2) Examples of hand movement trajectories in
k curve) speed proﬁle during single-step, direct reaches, aligned to the onset of hand
tion. (B2) Examples of corrected reaches when a change of target location occurred
resentation of the latter during hRT1 (green) or at the onset of hMT1 (blue). Notice
herefore it is shorter when the target jump occurs during hRT1 than at the onset of
uring double-step reaches, when the target jumps during hRT1 (green curves) or at
tion in different reaching conditions, i.e. target jump occurring during reaction-time
Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011.)
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2008) or after a pre-determined amount of hand displacement
(Proteau, Roujoula, & Messier, 2009; Reichenbach et al., 2009). In
those cases, the shift in target occurs during hand MT. Others have
used a ﬁxed time after the presentation of the ﬁrst target, such that
the shift in target can then occur either during hand RT or MT
(Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1983). Alternatively, target shift can occur
during hand RT when it is triggered with the ﬁrst ocular saccade
(Desmurget et al., 1999; Goodale, Pelisson, & Prablanc, 1986;
Gritsenko, Yakovenko, & Kalaska, 2009; Prablanc & Martin, 1992).
When this paradigm is employed, subjects can even be unaware
of the target displacement, as conscious visual perception is
reduced during ocular saccades. The target displacement needs to
be relatively small for this phenomenon to occur. For example,
Gritsenko et al. reported that for a target displacement correspond-
ing to a change in visual angle of 3.5, participants noticed the tar-
get jump in approximately 30% of trials (Gritsenko, Yakovenko, &
Kalaska, 2009).
Irrespective of the double-step paradigm employed, the timing
of corrective hand and eye movements is remarkably stable. There
is a temporal synchronization between eye and hand, as the hand
RT has been observed to always follow the onset of the eye saccade
by 50–100 ms (Prablanc, Desmurget, & Grea, 2003), in either sin-
gle- or double-step conditions, and for either the ﬁrst or second
target. The hand correction movement time (hRT2) has been
reported in most studies to range from 100 to 200 ms (Brenner &
Smeets, 1997; Briere & Proteau, 2011; Desmurget et al., 1999;
Goodale, Pelisson, & Prablanc, 1986; Gritsenko, Yakovenko, &
Kalaska, 2009; Oostwoud Wijdenes, Brenner, & Smeets, 2011;
Prablanc & Martin, 1992; Proteau, Roujoula, & Messier, 2009;
Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1983; Veerman, Brenner, & Smeets,
2008), although longer latencies (300–350 ms) have also been
reported (Johnson, Van Beers, & Haggard, 2002; Reichenbach
et al., 2009). It is interesting to note that hRT2, overall, does not
seem to be inﬂuenced by the timing of the target jump. The studies
mentioned above used a variety of paradigms, i.e., with the target
shifting at various times during hMT or after various amounts of
hand displacements, with no noticeable changes on hRT2. Further,
Briere and Proteau (2011) had the same subjects perform double-
step movements where the target was shifted by either 15 or
30 mm, and at either 150 or 250 ms after the onset of hand move-
ment. No signiﬁcant differences were found in the latencies of the
corrective hand movements for these various conditions.
It is also possible that the different latencies reported in the lit-
erature might be due to variations in methodologies. Indeed, the
timing of the divergence of the hand trajectory in double-step ver-
sus single-step conditions has been calculated based on position,
velocity or acceleration of the hand, and either using a ﬁxed
threshold, a relative threshold or a conﬁdence interval, amongst
others (Oostwoud Wijdenes, Brenner, & Smeets, 2014). In addition,
linear ﬁltering methods that are commonly used with kinematic
data may introduce time shifts that anticipate the onset of move-
ment (Robertson & Dowling, 2003), which may explain why some
very fast corrective movements have been reported. Through sim-
ulations of hand movement trajectories, Ooswoud Wijdenes and
collaborators have proposed that an extrapolation method may
be the most reliable in order to correctly measure hRT2. This
method involves identifying a portion of the double-step hand tra-
jectory that clearly deviates from that of the single-step trajectory,
then extrapolating back in time to ﬁnd the onset of this deviation.
Tangential velocity of hand and eye movements for single-step
tasks follows a bell-shaped proﬁle (Fig. 1A3). In double-step tasks,
two successive bell-shaped proﬁles are observed (Fig. 1B3). Peak
hand velocity is generally higher for the corrected movement in
double-step tasks, than for the movement to the ﬁrst target, or
for single-step movements. Despite this higher velocity, being thehand trajectory in double-step tasks usually longer than in sin-
gle-step (Fig. 1B1–B2), the total movement time results to be also
longer during correctedmovement (Fig. 1B3), as compared to direct
ones (Fig. 1A3).
Other work has indicated that not only the appearance or tim-
ing of targets can inﬂuence motor behavior, but also the nature of
the stimulus and the task demands. For example, in blocks of trials
where the visual representation of the moving ﬁnger is suddenly
displaced, but returns to its accurate location, subjects learn to dis-
miss this visual perturbation (Franklin & Wolpert, 2008). Knill,
Bondada, and Chhabra (2011) have used vertical and horizontal
rectangles as targets in a reaching task where the visual represen-
tation of the ﬁnger was suddenly shifted. While the timing of the
corrective response remained the same, the amplitude of the cor-
rective movement changed with target shape: correction was
much less when the perturbation occurred in the same dimension
as the long axis of the target rectangle; i.e., for a vertically-oriented
target, a vertical perturbation of the ﬁnger’s representation elicited
a smaller corrective response than for a horizontal target, where
movement constraints are more demanding. Likewise, other
research has shown that accuracy to a ﬁnal target, after a sudden
displacement of the ﬁnger’s representation, is improved when sub-
jects are allowed to hit the target rather than to stop on it (Liu &
Todorov, 2007). Presumably, when subject are allowed to hit the
target, stability constraints are reduced at the beneﬁt of accuracy.
These results illustrate that the nervous system is able to modulate
feedback processes in order to face task demands, an idea that is
central to the optimal feedback control theory of motor coordina-
tion (Todorov & Jordan, 2002).
Aging signiﬁcantly lengthens the latency of hRT2 in double-step
conditions (Kadota & Gomi, 2010; Sarlegna, 2006). However, stud-
ies disagree on the extent of this age-related change. Sarlegna
reported important differences due to aging, with their older group
sometimes almost reaching the ﬁrst target in double-step condi-
tions before correcting their hand moment (Sarlegna, 2006). On
the other hand, Kadota and Gomi found signiﬁcant but small differ-
ences in hRT2 between their older and younger subjects. Interest-
ingly, this difference was much smaller than the age-related
difference in a visual discrimination task, where the same subjects,
in other trials, had to press a button as soon as they perceived a
change in target location (Kadota & Gomi, 2010). One possible
explanation for the differences in the two studies may be move-
ment speed. In Kadota and Gomi’s (2010), the required hand move-
ment was 30 cm, and subjects were instructed to move in 0.6 s,
timed by a metronome. By contrast, in Sarlegna’s (2006), subjects
had to reach 15 cm in 1 s, or almost twice as slow. It could be that
corrective hand movements are faster at higher speeds.
Only a few studies have looked at reaction times for double-
step tasks in monkeys. Similar to trials in humans, Georgopoulos,
Kalaska, and Massey (1981) reported a hRT1 of about 220 ms with
no appreciable variations for hRT2, although a trend for the latter
to be a bit longer was observed in the case when the second target
was presented shortly after (50–100 ms) the ﬁrst one.
Archambault, Caminiti, and Battaglia-Mayer (2009) and
Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, and Battaglia-Mayer (2011) reported
average eye RT’s of 200 ms for two monkeys, with no differences
between the ﬁrst and second target in double-step trials. Hand
reaction times were 325 and 265 ms, for hRT1 and hRT2 respec-
tively. By contrast (Dickey, Amit, & Hatsopoulos, 2013) used a
modelling and extrapolation procedure based on the hand velocity
proﬁles, and estimated average hRT1 and hRT2 of approximately
200 ms, in three monkeys. While the differences between these
sets of ﬁndings may be explained by the methodology employed
in calculating hand RT’s, the values reported for all the primate
studies are generally higher than those that have been reported
for human subjects. This is surprising, considering that hand RTs
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partial explanation is that monkeys participating in behavioral
experiments typically receive extensive training, with their perfor-
mance dictated by a reward mechanism. Monkeys thus naturally
ﬁnd ways to maximize the probability of reward while minimizing
effort. Because double-step and single-step trials are intermingled,
it is possible that monkeys learn to wait as long as they can after
the presentation of the ﬁrst target, or learn to move slower within
the constraints of the task, in order to account for the possibility
that the target may or may not switch; i.e., by waiting longer they
reduce the probability of error (continuing to the ﬁrst target in
double-step conditions).3. Muscle activity during correction of hand movements
Studies of electromyographic (EMG) activity during the online
correction of hand movements ﬁrst revealed that arm muscle
activity initially proceeds the same way in single-step as in dou-
ble-step conditions, before the switch in targets (Gielen, van den
Heuvel, & Denier van der Gon, 1984; Soechting & Lacquaniti,
1983). EMG activity then diverges in double-step trials compared
to the single-step condition, at a latency of around 100 ms after
the change in target location, and preceding the changes in hand
trajectories (Fautrelle et al., 2010; Reichenbach et al., 2009;
Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1983). This latency is consistent with what
has been observed for kinematic data, considering that EMG burst
precedes changes in kinematics, with a variable electromechanical
delay depending on the current state of the limb. The patterns of
muscle activity are consistent with the joint torques needed for
generating the corrective movements. Thus, the CNS’s control of
muscle activity during corrective movements seems to be quite
similar in nature to its control during point-to-point movements.
While the CNS, due to redundancy, can produce the same joint tor-
ques using different combinations of muscle activities, there does
not seem to be any special mode or pattern of muscle activation
for online control and adjustments. This was further conﬁrmed
by studies from d’Avella, Portone, and Lacquaniti (2011) who com-
pared muscle synergies, or combinations of EMG patterns, during
single-step and double-step movements. EMG activity was
recorded from 16 arm muscles, and synergies were computed
using an iterative optimization algorithm (d’Avella, Portone, &
Lacquaniti, 2011; d’Avella et al., 2006). The same synergies were
observed in corrected and uncorrected movements; only their
modulation differed (how much one or another synergy is used
at a given time). Thus, the CNS does not need to use a special mus-
cle synergy for online correction, but modulates existing synergies
in order to produce the required movement.
Whole body coordination likewise continues during online cor-
rection, as it occurs during uncorrected reaching movements.
Anticipatory postural responses are observed in the leg muscula-
ture when subjects perform single- and double-step arm move-
ments in standing, both during the initiation of movement and
during the correction (Fautrelle et al., 2010; Leonard et al., 2011).4. Neurophysiology studies in the cerebral cortex
Georgopoulos and collaborators were the ﬁrst to study single
neuron activity in monkeys performing single- and double-step
hand movements (Georgopoulos et al., 1983). They recorded a total
of 79 neurons from three monkeys in motor cortex (area 4, M1).
Monkeys performed a planar reaching task with a manipulandum,
from a central location to eight possible targets placed in a circle. In
some trials, the reach target could be extinguished after 50–400 ms
and unexpectedly changed to the opposing one; thus target switch
occurred either during hand reaction or hand movement time.They observed that cells displayed single-peaked and double-
peaked activity proﬁles in single- and double-step trials, respec-
tively, corresponding to the single- and double-peaked hand veloc-
ity proﬁles. They also noted that the shape of cell activity for the
corrected movements in double-step trials closely resembled that
of the control condition, i.e., a single-step trial to the same target.
For example, a cell showing a decrease in activity (silent period)
at the start of a single-step movement to a particular target would
display the same drop in activity during a correcting movement to
that same target. Finally, they reported higher activity for cor-
rected movements of double-step trials than in the control, sin-
gle-step conditions, which they attributed to the higher hand
velocity during the correction.
Twenty year later, Archambault, Caminiti, and Battaglia-Mayer
(2009), Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, and Battaglia-Mayer (2011)
studied the activity of single neurons located in the dorsal premo-
tor cortex (PMd; area 6; 119 cells), M1 (area 4; 155 cells) and the
posterior parietal cortex (PPC; area 5; 250 cells) in two monkeys.
The paradigm required unconstrained natural reaches (no manipu-
landum) in three dimensions, from a center location to one of eight
possible targets located at the vertices of an imaginary cube
(Fig. 1A). In double-step trials (Fig. 1B), the reach target could be
switched either during hRT1 or at the initiation of hMT, and either
to the opposite or to the adjacent target. They also observed dou-
ble-peaked neural activity patterns in all three cortical areas and
for all double-step conditions (Fig. 2). Signalling of both target pre-
sentation during direct reaches and of the future change of move-
ment direction in the corrected ones (calculated as the time in
which cell activity in the corrected reached diverged from that of
the direct reaches) occurred ﬁrst in premotor cortex. Using a linear
regression approach, the relationship between cell activity and
hand movement parameters (velocity, direction, target location)
was studied. It was found that M1, PMd and PPC all contained cells
that encoded hand kinematics equally well, whether the move-
ment included a change in target location or not, and whether that
change in target was to the adjacent or opposite target, or the
switch occurred during hRT1 or hMT (Archambault, Caminiti, &
Battaglia-Mayer, 2009; Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-
Mayer, 2011). This allowed accurate reconstruction of ‘‘neural’’ tra-
jectories that well matched the experimentally observed ones
(Fig. 3A). On the basis of the observed cell activity patterns, there
were no cells that speciﬁcally, or uniquely, signalled the occur-
rence of a change in target location. However, the predictive power
of neural activity decreased somewhat in the PMd and M1 cells,
but not in PPC (Fig. 3B). This may be indicative of a greater role
of the PPC in the online adjustment of hand trajectory, as compared
to PMd and M1, consistent with the observation that in humans
lesions in the PPC lead to optic ataxia, a deﬁcit consisting of errors
in reach endpoint and in adjusting hand movements to rapidly
shifting targets (for a recent review see Battaglia-Mayer et al.,
2014, and the reference therein). Of course, ongoing hand kinemat-
ics does not completely explain neural activity and other factors
may be at play. For example, motor cortex, thanks to the direct
access to the spinal cord, can also have a pivotal role in encoding
the force necessary to brake the hand movement to the ﬁrst target
and then accelerate it toward the second one.
On the other hand, the decrease in correlation from one move-
ment condition to another could be a consequence of the interfer-
ence occurring when new information coexists with an original
motor intention and calls for its change.
In recent work, Dickey, Amit, and Hatsopoulos (2013) analyzed
the activity of 75 M1 cells, 331 PMd cells and 90 ventral premotor
(PMv) cells from three animals. No information was provided as to
the precise area (F5, F4) of recording in PMv. They studied 1-
dimensional single-joint (elbow) movements with and without a
change in target location. With their arm in a manipulandum,
Fig. 2. (A) Neural activity during direct and corrected reaches in PMd, M1, and PPC. Examples of single cell activity (as spike density functions; SDF) during direct (single-step)
and corrected (double-step) reaches in PMd, M1 and PPC. SDFs are indicated by black curves, while the gray curves represent the hand velocity proﬁles. In direct reaches, the
black triangle indicates the moment of target presentation, while 0 is the hand movement onset. For corrected reaches, the black and white triangles indicate ﬁrst and second
target presentation, respectively. On the left y-axis, units for SDF are represented in spikes/second (sp/s); on the right y-axis units refer to speed proﬁle in m/s. (B) Cumulative
frequency distributions of the onset times of cell activity during direct reaches (left) and the times (right) when cell activity in the corrected reaches diverged from that
observed during direct reaches (‘divergence time’), after second target presentation at the onset of movement time. The three curves in each plot refer to the different
population of neurons (PMd, red; M1, green and PPC, blue). (Reproduced with modiﬁcation from Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011.)
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ﬁve possible targets, located at equidistant points within an arc.
Double-step conditions could occur for movements to the middle
three targets, with the target shifting either forward or backward
by one position, and was triggered with the start of hMT. They also
conﬁrmed, using a linear regression model, that neural activity in
M1, PMd and PMv encode kinematics in both single- and double-
step tasks. Their modelling of cell activity in the double-step con-
ditions was based on that observed during the single-step condi-
tions, in order to determine if the latter could predict the former.
Indeed, Georgopoulos et al. (1983) had previously observed that
the shape of the neural activity in PPC during double-step trials
resembles that of the corresponding single-step trials; i.e., the neu-
ral activity in a particular cell for a double-step movement from a
central position to targets, let’ say, 1 and then 8 (see Fig. 1B1 and
B2) seems to be a combination, on joining, of the activity observed
in single-step reaching to from the center to 8, followed by theactivity for the movement from the center to 1. Based on this
observation, Archambault et al. (2009, 2011) performed a quantita-
tive analysis of cell activity by ﬁrst determining the timing of the
two peaks in the hand velocity proﬁles of double-step tasks. They
then joined (added) the two neural activity proﬁles of single-step
trials using the same time delay, and compared this reconstructed
activity proﬁle with that recorded during single-step trials (Fig. 4).
The authors found that indeed, double-step neural activity could
be predicted from single-step activity in M1, PMd and PPC cells,
as the correlation between real and predicted neural activity was
higher when using the corresponding single-step trials, rather than
random ones.
In the studies of Archambault et al. (2009, 2011), no assumption
was made on how exactly the nervous system would combine sin-
gle-step movements for double-step conditions. Dickey, Amit, and
Hatsopoulos (2013) went one step further in their analysis by con-
trasting two possible models of the control of corrective hand
Fig. 3. Encoding of limb kinematics during direct and corrected reaches in PMd, M1, and PPC. (A) Comparisons of real trajectories (interrupted line) performed by the monkey
with ‘‘neural’’ trajectories computed from cell activity in PMd, M1 and PPC for some examples of corrected reaches. For PMd and PPC, the trajectories correspond to
movements with correction from target 4 to 5 (with target jump occurring during hRT1), while for M1 the trajectory is ﬁrst to target 7 then 2 (with target jump at the onset of
movement-time). (B) Distribution of the Pearson correlation coefﬁcients (r) between real and ‘‘neural’’ trajectories, during direct (left) and corrected (right) reaches, for
different areas. Asterisks indicate statistically signiﬁcant difference (p < 0.05), n.s. non-signiﬁcant ones. Notice that r values are signiﬁcantly higher for direct than for
corrected reaches in both PMd and M1, but not in PPC, suggesting a special role of this area in trajectory modiﬁcation. (Reproduced with modiﬁcations from Archambault,
Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011.)
P.S. Archambault et al. / Vision Research 110 (2015) 244–256 249movements. In one approach, the authors assumed that the neural
control mimicked the smooth transition of the hand kinematics
from one target to the other (‘‘superposition’’ hypothesis). In the
other approach (‘‘replacement’’ hypothesis), the neural control sig-
nal, based on hand velocity, would abruptly stop after the switch in
target and be replaced by that from the initial to the second target.
Their analysis involved ﬁrst determining the relationship between
hand velocity and cell activity using single-step trials only, through
a linear regression analysis. Then, they predicted the double-step
neural activity using the control signals from either the superposi-
tion or replacement hypotheses. This is different than in
Archambault et al. (2009, 2011), where the double-step cell activ-
ity proﬁles were directly compared with joined single-step activity
proﬁles. Dickey, Amit, and Hatsopoulos (2013) found that the
superposition hypothesis was better at explaining double-step
from single-step activity for 60% of the recorded neurons in both
M1 and PMd/PMv, while the replacement hypothesis had a higher
predictive power for 40% of neurons. This would indicate the pres-
ence of simultaneous, parallel strategies in the CNS during the
transition between movements from the ﬁrst to the second target.
This parallel control does not continue during movement to the
second target (see also Section 11 for further discussion on this
topic).
The linear regression analyses performed by the two aforemen-
tioned groups also included the calculation of a delay between the
activity of each recorded neuron and hand movement
(Archambault, Caminiti, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2009; Archambault,
Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011; Dickey, Amit, &
Hatsopoulos, 2013). It was found that for a majority of cells in
M1 and PMd, neural activity preceded the change in hand kinemat-
ics while in PPC the activity in a majority of cells lagged hand kine-
matics, although both types of cells (leading and lagging) were
seen in all areas. This was interpreted as the PPC receiving more
visual and proprioceptive feedback signals about the hand move-
ment than the frontal areas. In Dickey et al.’s analysis, a greater
proportion of cells following the replacement model also lagged
the modulations in hand kinematics, compared to cells following
the superposition hypothesis. Of course, PPC is not the sole recipi-
ent of feedback information. For example, Pruszynski et al. (2011)
have demonstrated that M1 neurons are able to appropriately
adjust their level of activity in order to counter the effects of a
mechanical perturbation.
Additional interesting information about the timing of neural
activity and hand trajectory correction emerges from the analysis
of the population activity, since this provides clues as to under-
standing when a future change in hand trajectory is signalled inthe parieto-frontal system (Archambault, Caminiti, & Battaglia-
Mayer, 2009; Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer,
2011; Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014). When the second target is pre-
sented during planning of hand movement to the ﬁrst target
(Fig. 5), therefore during hRT1, the population activity associated
to double-step movements in all areas studied diverges from that
of single-step reaches, thus signalling the change of movement tra-
jectory, before or just around the onset of hand movement toward
the ﬁrst target. Therefore, within the time window elapsing from
the divergence in neural activity and the change of movement tra-
jectory, a new signal related to the preparation of the future
change of hand movement emerges, suggesting that during this
time old and new command signals inﬂuence cell activity in the
parieto-frontal system. The earlier signalling occurs before move-
ment onset in PMd, the late ones in M1 and PPC. These same time
relationships are maintained across areas when the target shift
occurs at the onset of hand movement. In this case, however, the
signal about the change in hand trajectory occurs closer to the
onset of hand movement toward the ﬁrst target. Therefore, the
temporal evolution of the population activities suggests a differen-
tial role of the three areas in online control. The activation peaks in
PMd, both before the ﬁrst and second target presentation; in other
words the signal ‘‘to go’’ is combined with the signal ‘‘to correct’’
the original motor plan. M1 seems to signal hand movement initi-
ation and the precise control of hand kinematics on an ongoing
basis. In PPC, the sustained evolution in time of the population
activity lasting throughout movement duration probably reﬂects
speciﬁcation and control of the kinematics of the new trajectory,
regardless of when the second target is presented.5. Time for visuomotor transformations and coexistence of
neural signals concerning different motor plans
An interesting aspect of the online control of hand movement
trajectory refers to when, in the cerebral cortex, the visual signal
about target location inﬂuences neural activity. This can be studied
by the correlation, in the same neuron, between its activity in sin-
gle-step reaches with that during double-step reaches to the same
ﬁrst target. In PPC, this correlation is initially high, then abruptly
decrease at about 150 ms after the second target presentation.
The same 150 ms interval is observed regardless of whether the
second target is presented during reaction time or at the beginning
of hand movement time. Therefore, this interval may be considered
as the time necessary for the visuomotor transformation underly-
ing reaches to visual targets.
Fig. 4. Predicting cell activity in PMd, M1 and PPC during corrected reaches from cell activity observed during direct reaches. Comparison between cell activity during double-
step trials (black spike-density functions, SDFs) from the center (C) to one peripheral target (A) that jumps in the opposite direction (B), and cell activity ‘‘reconstructed’’ by
combining, tip-to-tail, the two spike density functions (gray curves) associated with single-step trials from C to A and from C to B (see bottom panel) of the same cell. The
target was switched during hand reaction- or at the onset of movement-time. In each SDF, the vertical dashed lines represent the time at which cell activity associated to the
ﬁrst reach movement (from C to target A) is truncated and replaced by the activity associated to the second hand movement from C to B. T, target presentation; TJ, target
jump; M, movement onset; HS, switch of hand movement direction.
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of neural signals concerning the planning of a new trajectory
during performance of a movement speciﬁed by the previous
motor plan. Such coexistence is possible if the late part of
hRT2, which encodes the future hand movement, overlaps in
time with the hand movement speciﬁed by the previous motor
command; this is with the assumption that the ﬁrst 150 ms of
hRT2 are devoted to the visuomotor transformation, as discussed
above. One observation supporting this statement is that in PPC
and M1, when the second target is presented during hRT1, the
correlation in ﬁring frequencies between single and double-step
reaches drops off at the onset of hand movement (Fig. 6A), even
though the hand trajectories in both conditions are still identicalat that particular point in time. By contrast, when the second
target is presented at the onset of hMT, this correlation begins
to decrease 150 ms after the initiation of hand movement. Inter-
estingly, the same phenomenon is observed in PMd, where how-
ever the decrease in correlation occurs earlier in time during the
trial. This would suggest that PMd is the ﬁrst cortical area to be
inﬂuenced by the coexistence of old and new motor intentions,
and therefore to signal the need to change hand movement
trajectory.
In other types of tasks where the monkey is given more time to
decide its next action, the coexistence of neural signals for reaching
movements to two distinct targets can last longer (Cisek & Kalaska,
2005, 2010). In the experimental setup of Cisek and Kalaska, ani-
Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of the population activity of reach-related cells in the
parieto-frontal system. Comparisons of population SDF (pop-SDF) of the neural
activity recorded during direct reaches (faint colors) versus corrected reaches
(bright colors), when the target jumped during RT. For the on-line corrections the
pop-SDF were obtained by averaging all the single-cell activities for hand
movements ﬁrst directed toward the target opposite to the preferred direction
(anti-PD) and then to the PD. This activity is compared to direct reaches toward the
ﬁrst target (anti-PD) to depict the time at which the two population activities
diverge. The triangles indicate the times of target presentation (T) for both direct
and corrected reaches and target jump (TJ) during double-step reaches, while the
horizontal bars indicate the mean duration of movement time, for direct reaches
(faint color) and for corrected ones (bright color). The time scale is aligned to the
onset of hand movement (vertical black line; 0 ms). The vertical dashed lines
indicate the time at which neural activity in corrected reaches signiﬁcantly diverges
from that of the direct reaches, while the colored vertical solid line indicate the
mean time of change of hand trajectory. (Reproduced with modiﬁcations from
Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011.)
Fig. 6. (A) Comparing neural activity during direct and corrected reaches. Evolution
in time of the correlation coefﬁcient (R) between neural activity recorded in PMd
(red), M1 (green) and PPC (blue) during direct and corrected reaches with target
jump occurring during hRT1. Data are shown within a time window spanning from
400 ms before to 400 ms after h MT onset (0 ms). (B) Schematic representation of
tasks (single-step and double-step with target jump during hRT1) and main
behavioral events, whose mean values of time of occurrence are reported on the
time axis shown in A (dashed lines). Thick horizontal bars represent the relative
timing of the central and peripheral target presentation in the different tasks (gray:
single-step, black: double-step). Curves represent the schematic temporal evolution
of hand position (gray: single-step, black: double-step). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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targets disappear for an interstimulus interval of 1–1.5 s. Finally, a
non-spatial cue is provided signalling which target should be
reached. During the interstimulus interval, the authors recorded
in PMd coexisting, directional activity related to the two potential
movements. Therefore, for the coexistence of neural activity to be
detected in a serial task such as the single-step/double-step para-
digm, the presentation of the second target should occur within a
given time interval. This insures that the ﬁnal part of the reaction
time to the second target (hRT2), which carries information about
the new target direction, overlaps with the hand movement to
the ﬁrst target (Fig. 6B). And in parallel tasks where the choice
between two targets has to be maintained in memory, then coex-
isting signals are observed until the monkey performs the reaching
movement.6. The causal relationship between cell activity in parietal
cortex and online correction: reversible inactivation of superior
parietal areas in monkeys
To assess the existence of causal relationships between cell
activity and the ability to adjust hand movement trajectory, a
reversible inactivation experiment has been performed in macaque
monkeys (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2013). This involved injecting the
GABA-A agonist muscimol into the parietal areas, where cell activ-
ity during single- and double-step reaches had been fully
characterized.
Muscimol was injected either unilaterally in the left or right
superior parietal lobule (SPL, area 5, areas PE/PEc) or bilaterally.
It was observed that unilateral inactivation of the SPL only had a
slight effect on the hand reaching performance, by increasing the
variability of the trajectory but with no signiﬁcant changes in
hRT or hMT, as compared to the control conditions (no injection)
or to saline injection. Bilateral deactivation of SPL (Fig. 7A and B)
led to important changes in trajectory variability, as well as signif-
icant increases in hRT1, hRT2 and hMT for both single- and double-
step trials, as compared to control conditions. Eye behavior was
likewise affected by bilateral muscimol injection, with signiﬁcantly
higher eRT1 and eRT2 compared to control conditions (Battaglia-
Mayer et al., 2013). The eye impairment was, at least in part,
responsible for the delayed hand movement correction. These
results point to a direct involvement of the PPC in the online con-
trol of both hand and eye movements with a switch in target. It is
possible that bilateral PPC deactivation was necessary to observe a
deﬁcit in online control due to the extensive training that the ani-
mals have received in this experimental paradigm. Indeed, follow-
ing task-speciﬁc training, motor maps associated with a movement
or body part in M1 expand to neighboring areas, a phenomenon
Fig. 7. Monkey model of optic ataxia. Consequences of inactivation of superior parietal areas PE/PEc on trajectory length (A) and dispersion (B). (A) Replications of individual
hand trajectories (thin curves), and their mean (thick curve) from a central position (C) during corrected reaches with the right arm, after target displacement (from target A
to target B) at the onset of hand movement before (green, ‘‘control’’ condition) and after bilateral inactivation (red). (B) Modiﬁcation in the dispersion of trajectories under
control conditions (control and saline injection), and unilateral and bilateral parietal inactivation. Cumulative frequency distributions of the correlation coefﬁcients obtained
by comparing the hand trajectories under different conditions to those recorded before muscimol injection. The latter are compared to their own mean (green). The
distribution referring to bilateral inactivation (red) is signiﬁcantly (K–S test, p < 0.001) different from control conditions (green), and after unilateral inactivation or saline
injection, that showed little or no effects relative to controls. (Reproduced with modiﬁcations from Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2013.) (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Nudo, 2011; Nudo et al., 1996). Thus, more extensive cortical deac-
tivation may be necessary in well-trained animals, in order to
observe an impairment during double-step reaching.Fig. 8. The cortical network underlying the visual control of hand movement.
Representation of the monkey brain showing the cortical areas where cell activity
has been (so far) shown to be modulated during online correction of hand
movement (PE/PEc, M1, PMd, PMv; red ovals) with their known cortico-cortical
connections, embedded with the more general connectivity scheme depicting the
main sources of visual input to the PMd and M1 for the composition and control of
visually-guided reach movements. This input stems, at least from V6A, 7m, and MIP.
AS: arcuate sulcus; CS: central sulcus; IPS: inferior parietal sulcus. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)7. The sources of the visual input for composition and online
correction of hand movement trajectory in the parieto-frontal
system
The ability to control hand movement and to update its trajec-
tory at any moment indicates that visual information about target
location, which is crucial for the composition and control of reach-
ing movements, has a continuous access to the frontal lobe motor
areas that ultimately command arm movement. The source of the
visual information for reach control was ﬁrst described by
Caminiti, Ferraina, and Johnson (1996), Johnson et al. (1996) and
Johnson, Ferraina, and Caminiti (1993). The regions (areas PE,
PEc) of the superior parietal lobule and of the frontal cortex
(PMd/area 6; M1/area 4), where cell activity related to online con-
trol has been revealed, are linked by direct (Innocenti, Vercelli, &
Caminiti, 2014; Johnson et al., 1996; Marconi et al., 2001; Matelli
et al., 1998), and indirect, via PMd (Bakola et al., 2010; Innocenti,
Vercelli, & Caminiti, 2013; Johnson et al., 1996; Matelli et al.,
1998) cortico-cortical connections (Fig. 8). In area PEc, neurons
are sensitive, among others things, to reach-related signals such
as hand and/or eye position and movement direction (Battaglia-
Mayer et al., 2001), to the retinal position and direction of motion
of visual stimuli (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2000, 2001) and to reach
distance (Ferraina et al., 2009) and combine all this information
within their global tuning ﬁeld (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2001). Local
parietal projections to PEc stem from a distributed network,
including PEa, MIP, PEci, and, to a lesser extent, 7m, V6A (part of
area 19), 7a, MST (Marconi et al., 2001). Therefore this posterior
part of SPL, including areas V6A, PEc, and 7m, which is located just
anterior to the parieto-occipital sulcus and on the medial wall, can
be considered as the source of visual input to the frontal premotor
and motor areas for control and update of visual reaching.8. Neuroimaging, cortical lesions and stimulation studies
Using positron-emission tomography (PET), Desmurget et al.
(2001) contrasted double-step to singles-step hand reachingmovements, with the shift in target occurring during the ocular
saccade to the ﬁrst target (meaning that participants were not con-
sciously aware of their own corrected movement). Three brain
areas were highlighted as being more active during double- versus
single-step trials, namely those of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the
M1 hand area and the right anterior parasagittal cerebellar cortex,
which is linked to arm movements. This ﬁnding is coincident with
monkey neurophysiological research, where the same cortical
areas (PPC and M1) were found to have cells whose activity was
linked to hand trajectory update during single- and double-step
reaching tasks (Archambault, Caminiti, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2009;
Archambault, Ferrari-Toniolo, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2011; Dickey,
Amit, & Hatsopoulos, 2013).
The relationship between brain activity and behavior can also
be probed through lesion studies. These lesions can occur in
humans as part of neurological conditions (i.e., stroke). In addition,
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brieﬂy disrupt activity in a constrained cortical region. In monkeys,
muscimol (a GABA-A agonist) can be injected in a patch of cortex in
order to reversibly disrupt activity for a period of few hours. All
three types of studies have been reported in the literature, in the
context of online correction of hand movements.
Stroke often affect multiple cortical and subcortical areas and
those constrained to the PPC are very rare. Pisella et al. (2000)
studied one patient with bilateral PPC lesions causing optic ataxia
and found that, compared to healthy controls, this patient was able
to reach for ﬁxed (foveated) targets without any apparent deﬁcit
(single-step trials). However, when the target was displaced in a
double-step paradigm, the patient was unable to produce fast, cor-
rected hand movements, performing only slow corrections. The
Lyon group interpreted these observations as more compatible
with a speciﬁc role of PPC in processing online (‘automatic’) correc-
tions in response to a location perturbation, rather being responsi-
ble of more general visuomotor functions. In a second study, the
same authors found similar results when the patient was required
to reach and grasp a cylinder; if the cylinder’s position unexpect-
edly shifted during movement, then the patient ﬁrst completed a
reaching movement to the original target’s location, before per-
forming a second movement to the new location (Grea et al.,
2002). Moreover, Buiatti, Skrap, and Shallice (2013) in a large ana-
tomical based group study found that parietal patients with optic
ataxia are affected during direct unperturbed reaches and online
correction of movement trajectory.
Various groups also studied the effects of TMS during either
hand reaching or grasping, with a sudden shift in the target’s loca-
tion or size. It was found that TMS applied during hRT2 over the IPS
could disrupt double-step movements by either making subjects
fail to correct their movements for small shifts in target position
(Desmurget et al., 1999), or could lengthen total movement time
with larger target shifts (Reichenbach et al., 2011), when compared
to double-step trials without TMS. A similar phenomenon was
observed when subjects had to grasp a target that could suddenly
change in size while remaining at the same location; TMS applied
to the IPS, but not M1, was then seen to lengthen the total move-
ment time for corrected movements (Glover, Miall, & Rushworth,
2005; Tunik, Frey, & Grafton, 2005). In later studies involving
TMS during reach and grasp movements, it was found that stimu-
lation to the anterior part of the IPS, and not the caudal, and to the
contralateral hemisphere, and not the ipsilateral, disrupted adjust-
ments to a sudden change in size (Rice et al., 2007; Rice, Tunik, &
Grafton, 2006). Note however that other researchers, using the
same method as Desmurget et al., failed to measure any change
in endpoint accuracy or movement time during double-step trials,
with TMS applied to the IPS (Johnson & Haggard, 2005). It is possi-
ble that the stimulation in that experiment was less accurate, as
positioning of the TMS probe was not guided by an MRI image. A
further evidence that points to the role of PPC in the adjustments
of motor commands is provided by an experiment in which PPC
was stimulated with TMS, while subjects learned to make reaching
movement in a velocity-depended force-ﬁeld (Della-Maggiore
et al., 2004). The control subject, who received TMS pulses over
the occipital cortex, learned to cope with the new dynamics, as
shown by their movement curvature gradually decreasing to base-
line level. On the contrary, reach direction errors remained signif-
icantly larger in the group where PPC was perturbed, thus
demonstrating that the alteration of parietal activity has a signiﬁ-
cant impact on the ability to generate corrective movements.
Another cortical area involved in on-line correction of hand
movements is the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), but only when
trajectory correction depends on visual information concerning
vision of the hand during a visuo-motor adaptation task (Lee &
van Donkelaar, 2006). In absence of such visual feedback, TMSperturbation of PMd does not affect on-line adjustments, as it does
when vision of the hand is available, suggestive of an early signal-
ling for on-line correction occurring in PMd. Patients with PMd
lesion show increased hand movement-time when the target
moves in space (Buiatti, Skrap, & Shallice, 2013), but do not show
the reach endpoint errors typical of parietal patients, in other
words they pay a cost for reach timing but not for reach accuracy.9. A ‘‘positive image’’ of optic ataxia of parietal patients
The failure of patients suffering from optic ataxia to make fast,
online corrections of their hand movement trajectories might be
dependent on the loss cells in the PPC, whose activity carries infor-
mation concerning corrections of hand movement direction. The
activity of cells in the SPL and at the parieto-occipital junction
combine the position and direction of coordinated eye–hand
movements, as well as the position and direction of motion of
visual stimuli within global tuning ﬁelds (Battaglia-Mayer &
Caminiti, 2002). Their orientation cover in a uniform fashion the
eye and hand action space. Thus, these cells encode all the direc-
tional signals necessary to compose and update hand movement
trajectory in a congruent fashion. The collapse of this combinato-
rial mechanisms, in other words the visuo-motor transformation
underlying hand movement, will impair both the reaching move-
ment and its modiﬁcation, as seen in parietal patients suffering
from optic ataxia. Therefore, the results of the neurophysiological
studies of PPC in monkeys provide a ‘‘positive image’’ of some cru-
cial features observed in optic ataxia patients (see Battaglia-Mayer
et al., 2014 for a discussion).10. Theories of online motor control
The online correction of hand movements in humans has been
examined from the point of view of various theories of motor con-
trol. Indeed, researchers have attempted to explain the speciﬁc
shape of hand movement trajectories, with and without a change
in target location, and from these to draw inferences about how
movement is planned and executed by the CNS. For example, the
minimum jerk model states that natural point-to-point move-
ments follow a trajectory, which minimizes the magnitude of ‘jerk’,
the time derivative of acceleration (Flash & Hogan, 1985; Viviani &
Flash, 1995). Minimization of jerk was observed in a variety of
movements (point-to-point, through an intermediate point,
around obstacles, etc.) and was interpreted as a goal by the CNS
to produce the smoothest possible movement.
In a paper by Flash and Henis (1991), jerk minimization was
applied to movement trajectories involving a shift in target loca-
tion. They introduced two hypotheses of movement execution:
the ‘‘replacement hypothesis’’ assumes that, after a switch in target
location, control of hand movement toward the ﬁrst target is
aborted and replaced to a plan driving the hand to the second tar-
get. As an alternative, the authors also introduced a ‘‘superposition
hypothesis’’, whereas after a target switch, the motor plan toward
the ﬁrst target continues as initially intended, while a second plan
is added vectorially; that second plan would be one moving the
hand from the original target location to its displaced position.
Simulations of movement involving minimum jerk optimization
supported the superposition over the replacement hypothesis.
Another theoretical approach, the equilibrium point hypothesis
(k model), posits that the CNS does not program exact muscle
forces and joint torques, but would control a referent trajectory
for reaching movements (Feldman & Levin, 1995). The actual
movement is then the result of the dynamic interaction between,
on one hand, the referent trajectory, and, on the other, peripheral
feedback (reﬂexes) as well as biomechanical properties of the
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Feldman (1993) were able to simulate movements involving a shift
in target using the k model together with the superposition
hypothesis, and obtained an excellent match between the simu-
lated and observed trajectories.
Thus, both the superposition and replacement hypotheses may
be valid, at least from the two theoretical models described above,
but what links can be made with existing neurophysiological data?
Simultaneous encoding of motor plans has been observed in PMd
cells, in tasks when monkeys are presented with two possible
reach targets and wait for a non-spatial go-signal. In this condition,
different populations of cells are active simultaneously, reﬂecting
the two possible future movements. At ﬁrst glance, this phenome-
non could be linked to Flahs and Hennis’ superposition hypothesis.
However, the superposition and replacement hypotheses are sup-
posed to describe movement execution, not planning; and in Cisek
and Kalaska’s work, the simultaneous encoding of two movement
directions coalesces to a single encoding just before the onset of
hand movement. In other words, when the monkey decides to
actually move to one of the two targets, the activity related to
the planning of movement to the other target completely
disappears.
Dickey et al. have looked speciﬁcally at neural activity during
the transition from the ﬁrst to the second movement during dou-
ble-step tasks. They found neurons in M1 and PMd where the
activity changed abruptly from one direction to the next, and a lar-
ger group of neurons where the change in activity was smooth.
They likened the abrupt transition with the replacement hypothe-
sis, and the smooth one with the superposition hypothesis. We do
not totally agree with this interpretation, however, as the superpo-
sition hypothesis of Flash and Hennis implies simultaneous, paral-
lel commands throughout movement execution. Thus, neural
activity during double-step tasks appears to be more consistent
with the replacement hypothesis of Flash and Hennis and Flanagan
et al, with a brief transition phase following the switch from the
ﬁrst to the second target, where both targets may be encoded.11. Conclusions
Taken together, the neurophysiological, neuroimaging, lesion
and inactivation studies reviewed in the previous sections over-
whelmingly point to an important role of the PPC in the online cor-
rection of hand reaching movements, in both human and non-
human primates (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014; Gaveau et al.,
2014). This is consistent with the well-known role of the PPC in
the coordination of visually guided hand movements, which is
expressed both during the planning and the execution of move-
ment. Anatomically, the PPC receives somatosensory and visual
information, and has bidirectional connections with the pre-motor
cortex, which in turns projects to M1. The more anterior part of SPL
also projects directly to M1 (Johnson et al., 1996; Marconi et al.,
2001). Thus, it is ideally positioned to estimate the state of the
hand movement and task requirements, and convey this informa-
tion to M1 and PMd (Desmurget et al., 2001).11.1. Comparing human and monkey experiments
Despite the paucity of studies allowing a rigorous comparison
between results obtained in humans and monkey, an attempt
can be made on the basis of the available data. On one hand, the
impairments observed after bilateral inactivation through musci-
mol injections resemble that observed in patient I.G., with bilateral
parietal lesions: a deﬁcit in adjusting online the hand trajectory to
a new target location. On the other hand, similar deﬁcits in online
control of hand movements are observed after unilateral deactiva-tion in humans, through TMS. This apparent discrepancy can be
attributed to the difﬁculty in directly comparing the TMS and mus-
cimol deactivation, due to the lack of evidence about the extension
of the lesioned/inactivated regions, in either case. In humans, a
large study group has shown difﬁculties in online control after uni-
lateral parietal lesion in optic ataxia patients (Buiatti, Skrap, &
Shallice, 2013). Therefore, it can be argued that the lateralization
of spatial functions to the right PPC in humans, as well the deacti-
vation injection area through muscimol in monkeys, both contrib-
ute to this apparent discrepancy.11.2. Understanding the neurophysiology of online control
A bafﬂing result of cell recording studies is that in the parietal
cortex no cells have been observed that only ﬁre during online cor-
rection, or that would encode corrective movements only, despite
its central role in this regard, as evidenced by lesion and inactiva-
tion studies, in both humans and monkeys. In addition, when look-
ing at the relative timing of different cortical areas, PMd activity is,
on average, earlier in time than M1 and PPC activity. How can this
be reconciled with the fact that PPC plays a crucial role in online
correction, for both monkeys and humans? Unfortunately, there
are no studies on human motor cortex (area 4, M1) that show
the consequences of lesions or inactivation on corrective move-
ments. The few available in the premotor (area 6, PMd) cortex con-
ﬁrm the role of this area in the selection of future movements. In
Schluter et al.’s (1998), TMS applied over the premotor areas dis-
rupt an early stage of movement selection, while motor cortex
stimulation disrupts the movements at a later stage of execution.
From a different perspective, Lee and van Donkelaar (2006)
showed that TMS perturbation of PMd affects online adjustments
only when vision of the hand is available. Buiatti, Skrap, and
Shallice (2013) have shown that patients with premotor lesions
are slower in trajectory correction, but not in accuracy. Thus the
premotor cortex might provide the higher-order command signal
to change a motor plan and movement direction. The PPC activity
can be seen to change at all times during the task, and importantly,
during double-step movements, thus providing a continuous esti-
mate of limb kinematics, as well as of the direction of dynamic
force, as suggested by a recent case report (Ferrari-Toniolo et al.,
2014) of a parietal patient displaying a strong impairment in the
speciﬁcation of the direction of the force necessary to move a cur-
sor to visual targets in different directions in an isometric task.
Interestingly, the speciﬁcation of force magnitude was not affected
in this patient. As far as motor cortex is concerned, the strong rela-
tionship of cell activity with hand kinematics and the fact that this
activity leads movement both suggest a pivotal role in the precise
implementation of the movement trajectory on an ongoing basis.
In fact, motor cortex can be directly inﬂuenced by cortico-cortical
connections from PMd as well as via PPC, as suggested by the rel-
ative times in different structures at which the activity in corrected
reaches diverges from the uncorrected ones. Moreover, the privi-
leged access of motor cortex to the command system of the spinal
cord and the relationships between cell activity in this area and
dynamic force (Georgopoulos et al., 1992) suggest a potential role
in encoding the force necessary to brake the hand movement to the
ﬁrst target, and then accelerate it toward the ﬁnal destination.
No study has reported any evidence of selected population of
cells, in either M1, PMd or PPC, that are modulated only during
movement correction and not during simple, unperturbed reaches.
Therefore, the planning and correction of reaches can only reside in
a graded and time-varying utilization of the kinematic variables
that are distributed throughout the cortical assemblies that, in dif-
ferent areas, are devoted to movement production and online con-
trol. The fact that the same time-varying muscle synergies control
P.S. Archambault et al. / Vision Research 110 (2015) 244–256 255both direct and corrected reaches also supports this view (see
Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2014).
It has been suggested that online correction of hand movements
is based on a comparison of the ongoing movement with an effer-
ence copy, or the nervous system’s internal representation of
movement execution (Davidson & Wolpert, 2005; Desmurget &
Grafton, 2000). Such a comparison requires both feedforward and
feedback processes, which is similar to what has been observed
in the PPC during online correction movements in monkeys
(Archambault, Caminiti, & Battaglia-Mayer, 2009). In other words,
while cells in the PPC may, on average, ﬁre later with respect to
hand movements than cells in PMd and M1, their activity seems
to be dependent on sensory feedback, more than in these frontal
areas. Based on the idea of the efference copy, it can be argued that
it is an optimal blending of cells combining feedforward and feed-
back signals that is crucial for the online correction of hand move-
ments in PPC in order to contribute to online correction.Acknowledgments
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